Even though we have AI all over the place, I'm still human

P.S.: Remember that you can always email me with any news you've seen on social media that I missed.

Anniston from Metricool.

The bar is set really high for next week… but of course, we'll be here to tell you all about it.

Musk’s changes in Twitter, and the surprises in Instagram, which have come fully loaded…

Object. In the event that you have given your consent for the sending of communication about news and/or promotions from Metricool. You have the right of access, rectification, deletion, limitation, opposition to processing, portability and not to be subject to automated decisions with legal effects or that significantly affect you in

You can object to the sending of commercial communications at any time by

Well. In the event that you do not want to be subject to automated decision making, you have the right not to be subjected to decisions which significantly affect you and are based solely on automated processes.

To end this, they continue to

done on Instagram.

The basis of social networks is to be

Sooner or later it will reach the rest of social networks, and I think this is good,

And Instagram is working on a new tools for companies, a tool oriented to user-generated

Sooner or later it was going to happen: UGC,

and probably in Reels too.

At the moment, there’s a lot of unknowns about this feature. User @Alex193a, has

are arriving to Instagram.

I already see polls everywhere…

What will be the first poll you launch in Instagram comments?

The latter makes perfect sense, considering it's Instagram's star content type.

The main new feature that I bring from Instagram is that the

you have quite a bit of information at a glance

But to resolve this,

It's here where your

not wanting to look weird, (?) to have a lot of followers, but few likes

reasoning behind this feature was never confirmed,

There was a time when Instagram allowed users to

Metricooler,

If you don't know what UGC content is, here is my video from Metricool's Channel that

Facebook continues its efforts to turn Reels

Making it easier

Adding new controls

Third, they are

Creating a new Twitter format style, for when you upload more

When you upload more

Third, they are

Elon Musk is that he will allow users to pay for specific articles

Payment for Twitter articles

facebook, Twitter, even WhatsApp!

More songs = more fun

How did we decide on anything before polls?

In this case, if you scroll through your feed Instagram will display this information on

content, to see if it’s a one-off or a regular thing.

I think this advances information inside posts, but also content creators can compare their

The main new feature that I bring from Instagram is that the

you have quite a bit of information at a glance

But to resolve this,

It's here where your

not wanting to look weird, (?) to have a lot of followers, but few likes

reasoning behind this feature was never confirmed,

There was a time when Instagram allowed users to

Metricooler,

If you don't know what UGC content is, here is my video from Metricool's Channel that